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About This Game

After crashing his car on the side of the road, a bewildered traveler finds himself checking in to the Haunted Hotel! In Haunted
Hotel, you must explore frightful floors full of spooky rooms to find Hidden Objects in creepy crevices. Immerse yourself in a

thrilling adventure full of mysterious mini-games and addictive Hidden Object game play!

In-room bonuses.
Addictive mini-games!
Unpredictable ending!
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When I first got the game, I was really excited for it. But the more and more I played it, I realized how horrible the game
actually is. Even the players are horrible! The animation is just one cycle over and over and over. It's almost impossible to find
totem poles and even make it to the next animal! I mean, the game would be a whole lot better if the players weren't such jerks!
And I can't even communicate with them. I really think that this game needs ton of improvement. Like, you can host your own
server and kick out players. Players who are even the same animal as you will try to kill you. Unless you like being killed
constantly and never being able to get revenge, don't get this game! Please save your money.. Fantastic! I seriously enjoy playing
this game! Absolutely love the rogue-like RPG elements at play here, and the sound design fits perfectly with the 8-bit style!
GET THIS GAME! It is currently only $2.99 and you can't go wrong with a purchase like this! Pick it up!. Great game, front to
back, The romancing bits felt a little forced and could have been left out for me. But otherwise a thoroughly enjoyable
experience.. This is a pure cosmetical DLC, so it is optional and only for supporting the developer.
Country flags as skins, based on the most-played-countries.

The skins are well done, as always. Didnt find a visual error.
There is also a "proud skin", which does remind me to not do drugs ;)
I do hope that this gets expanded based on different countries as well, i do not want to run a "false flag" operation.. This is a lot
of game for the money. Cost me about $2 on sale and it has lots of gameplay elements and good single player campaign. Its also
easy to learn and it gives you objectives and lets you research things so you can upgrade things. You can also slow down or
speed up time.

What's wrong with it? It is generic looking. The enemy ships are depressingly generic looking and your buildings are just
symbols. Your missiles are okay, but the laser flashes are just too quick and almost invisible. You know they're working because
enemies blow up. Once in awhile you might catch a faint blue line. The music isn't much but its good for a late night mood.

It seems like they spent most of their money on creating the campaign and it was worth it. The missions are all a little different
and there is a story. I'd give this game an 8 out of 10.. File format support is awful. It does not recognize mp4 files produced by
FFMpeg, which play perfectly in Windows Media Player. Additionally it requests that QuickTime be installed for certain files,
which is obsolete. Even with QuickTime installed it still does not open these files. It will, however, accept FFMpeg-encoded raw
MPEG-2 video and AC-3 audio if they are separate files with the same filename (other than the extension). Additionally there is
no way to export to Cutting Master Format. It will only create ISO images, which are not accepted by any Blu-ray replicators..
This is an affordable, enjoyable tower defense game that features a player-controlled turret and an accessible sci-fi theme. I paid
less than 50 cents for it - and I assume most of the folks complaining about this game did, too - so I am happy with what I was
given for my money. Hope these developers keep up with the games, and keep getting better at making them.

Different loadouts, different positions for additional turrets, tech trees, and upgrades that make a difference from one attempt
to the next. I'm a fan of retro pixel graphics, so I really enjoyed the look of this, too. I really can't ask for much more beyond
that, at this price.
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Great game! Multiplayer is so much fun and the graphic is very original! Love it!. The only Worms game in 3D that is playable.
I played tons of it in hotseat before I got it on Steam.. 10\/10 Would fall in love with a demon teddy bear again. Boom, head
shot.. I simply do not understand the hype around the Mass Effect games. This one in particular is like KOTOR meets Gears of
War, minus the fun parts of both.. I like the idea but this game feels more like an unfinished work in progress than a polished
product.

. The story was ok. Graphics were not bad. There was no map so you end up visiting the same areas multiple times. The hint
button was annoying because it charges every time. I don't regret playing it. Would recommend if you have already played
everything else and it is on sale really cheap.. Another all-too-common Zero Effort Asset Flip from the Unity Asset Store to
make a quick buck.

Here's the Asst kit they simply purchased and exported up to Steam here as their own game:
https:\/\/www.assetstore.unity3d.com\/en\/?stay#!\/content\/29032

Here's my video review:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MTMyoRPQ4vo

It might be fine for the price, IF the developer actually finished this game, but he didn't. He couldn't even be bothered to put an
"EXIT GAME" option anywhere and this forces you to need to force an exit via your windows task manager just to quit the
game. Ugh. Also because it's just a base foundation asset kit sold to help a developer learn unity or start making their own game,
this has all the common asset kit incomplete game problems such as invisible walls and no achievements or high scores uploaded
to Steam.

Avoid at all costs. NOT RECOMMENDED.
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